
32 Metals in Construction Spring 2012

510  
Madison

Some bold moves resulted in a minimal 
column-free interior for a new, high-end 
high rise on Madison Avenue.

)(:,�(5+�76+0<4�)<03+05.:�(9,�the lingua 
MYHUJH�VM�WVZ[�� ��Z�5L^�@VYR�VɉJL�[V^LYZ��;OL`�
appear on the street, if not the skyline, as inevita-
bilities of the city’s restrictive zoning requirements 
NV]LYUPUN�ZL[IHJRZ�HUK�ÅVVY�HYLH�YH[PV��*VTWSL[LK�
in 2011 at the corner of Madison and East 53rd 
Street, 510 Madison certainly falls under the con-
straints upholding this tradition, but that is where the 
comparisons stop. 

3PRL�V[OLY�[V^LYZ�VM�[OPZ�LYH��P[Z�LU]LSVWL�WYVÄSL�
PZ�KLZPNULK�[V�TH_PTPaL�[OL�HTV\U[�VM�PU[LYPVY�ÅVVY�
HYLH�WVZZPISL�^P[OPU�aVUPUN�JVUZ[YHPU[Z��)\[�[OL�
designers of 510 Madison went one step further. 
Through a carefully conceived structural design, they 
were able to minimize the space lost to interior col-
\TUZ�HUK�[OL�Z[HPY�JVYL��)LJH\ZL�[OL�I\PSKPUN�PZ�VUS`� 
30 stories (429 feet) in height, the engineers at Gil-
ZHUa�4\YYH`�:[LÄJLR��.4:��^LYL�HISL�[V�\ZL�Q\Z[�[^V�
IHUKZ�VM�SHYNL�^PKL�ÅHUNL�ZLJ[PVU�V\[YPNNLY�[Y\ZZLZ��
one each at the bottom and top of the tower, to con-
trol drift.  Most designs include at least three. This 
allowed the engineers to shrink the footprint of the  
braced frame within the tower section to the point of  
imperceptibility, and added a full story of column- 
MYLL�VɉJL�ZWHJL��(����MVV[�PU[LYPVY�ZWHU�[PLZ�[OL�YLSH-
tively small (only three elevators) south-side core,  
to perimeter columns that are set back 1-foot, 10- 
inches from the aluminum glazed curtain wall. "There’s 
2-feet, 6 inches from the glass to the column line,  
so you really get this feeling of disconnection between 
the facade and columns,” says Karl Rubenacker, the 
WHY[ULY�PU�JOHYNL�VM�[OL�WYVQLJ[�MVY�.4:�

;OPUNZ�JV\SK�OH]L�NVUL�X\P[L�KPɈLYLU[S`�MVY� 
510 Madison. Originally planned as a residential tower, 
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Right Trusses and transfer girders 
connect the tower to the base, allowing 
[OL�[V^LY�ÅVVYZ�[V�JHU[PSL]LY�V]LY�[OL�
adjacent building to the west.

510 Madison

This page The building’s structural  
steel design created long column-free 
spaces for the building lobby and a 
50-foot-long pool.  
Previous page A landscaped terrace 
VU�[OL�ZP_[O�ÅVVY�WVKP\T��^OLYL�HU�
outrigger truss transfers loads to the 
tower above.

the recession shifted the priorities of owner and  
developer Macklowe Properties toward a 350,000- 
ZX\HYL�MVV[�VɉJL�I\PSKPUN�MVY�[OL�ZV�JHSSLK�7SHaH�
District in Midtown. Dan Shannon, the design archi-
[LJ[�PU�JOHYNL�VM�[OL�WYVQLJ[�MVY�4VLK�KL�(YTHZ� 
& Shannon Architects, says the focus of the building 
was column-free tenancies of between 11,000 and 
45,000 square feet. Zoning restrictions meant an 85-
foot base street wall on the site perimeter before  
they would need to step the building back for the 
tower above. “This created a structural challenge of 
driving the tower superstructure through the base 
^P[OV\[�PTWPUNPUN�VU�[OL�X\HSP[`�VM�[OL�IHZL�ÅVVY�
plate,” says Shannon. 

;OL�V\[YPNNLY�[Y\ZZ�VU�[OL�SL]LS�ZP_�[YHUZMLY�ÅVVY�
LɈLJ[P]LS`�[YHUZP[PVUZ�IL[^LLU�[OL�JVS\TUZ�HSVUN�
[OL�WLYPTL[LY�VM�[OL�Ä]L�Z[VY`�IHZL�HUK�[OL����Z[VY`�
tower above, transferring the truss loads in the level 
Ä]L�JLPSPUN�^P[O���MVV[�I`� �PUJO�[OPJR�I\PS[�\W�WSH[L�
girders. “The necessity of this truss gave the build-
ing a distinct architectural look of having the tower 
ÅVH[PUN�VU�[OL�IHZL�¹�OL�ZH`Z��¸>L�JV\SKU»[�Q\Z[�ZVS]L�
[OLZL�WYVISLTZ�^P[O�TVYL�Z[LLS��P[�OHK�[V�IL�LɉJPLU[�
HUK�JVZ[�LɈLJ[P]L�¹�;OL�LUNPULLYZ�HKKYLZZLK�[OL�
loads through adding more perimeter columns, while 
keeping the scale of individual components smaller. 
;OL�V^ULY»Z�W\YJOHZL�VM�[OL�HPY�YPNO[Z�VU�[OL�HKQHJLU[�
lot allowed the building to go higher, but instead the 
[LHT�KLZPNULK�[OL�[V^LY�[V�WYV[Y\KL�PU[V�[OL�HKQH-
cent air space by approximately eight feet to allow 
MVY�SHYNLY�ÅVVY�WSH[LZ�

;OL�I\PSKPUN»Z�LU]LSVWL�PU[LUZPÄLZ�[OL�SPNO[ULZZ�VM�
[OL�Z[Y\J[\YL�^P[O�ÅVVY�[V�JLPSPUN�NSHaPUN�[OH[�ÅVVKZ�
the interior with views and daylight, both of which are 
enhanced by 10-foot ceiling heights. The engineers 
used W18s for the interior spans, which allowed 
them to compress the ceiling plenum down to deliver 
those high ceilings within an overall 13-foot, 6-inch 
ÅVVY�[V�ÅVVY�OLPNO[��:OHUUVU�HSZV�ZH`Z�[OL�KLZPNU�

team focused on coordinating the mechanical 
system with the structure, designing penetrations in 
the beams to anticipate future ductwork. “Doing that 
HM[LY�[OL�MHJ[�PZ�UV[�[OH[�LɈLJ[P]L��I\[�PM�`V\�WSHU�MVY�
[OPZ��P[�JV\SK�OHWWLU�LɉJPLU[S �̀¹�OL�ZH`Z��¸;LUHU[Z�
\UKLYZ[HUK�OV^�[OH[�HɈLJ[Z�JLPSPUN�OLPNO[��ZV�[OL`�
are happy to coordinate around the openings.” In the 
structural bays at the corners, engineers removed  
the columns to provide an unencumbered corner of-
ÄJL�]PL^·HU�L_LJ\[P]L�WLYR�WYPaLK�I`�[OL�I\PSKPUN»Z�
expected high-end tenants. 

Achim Hermes, a structural engineer and the 
building’s facade consultant from GMS, says the goal 
for the exterior was a monolithic, uniform build-
ing. The unitized glass-and-aluminum curtain wall, 
manufactured by Permasteelisa Group, consists 
of nominal 5-foot-wide, 1-story-high panels that are 
JSPWWLK�VU[V�HUJOVYZ�H[�[OL�LUK�VM�[OL�ÅVVY�WSH[LZ��
;V^LY�ÅVVY�ZSHIZ�HYL��ñ�PUJO�JVUJYL[L�V]LY���PUJO��
18-gauge metal deck. The building slightly chamfers 
^P[O�H���WLYJLU[�ZSVWL�[OYV\NO�[OL�[VW�[OYLL�ÅVVYZ��
though the curtain wall was easily sloped without 
special requirements. The curtain wall panels have 
Guardian AG43 glass in the vision zone, which 
couples a low-emissivity coating with a relatively 
high 43 percent visible light transmittance. The 
glazed shadow box spandrel, which is hidden from 
the interior, barely reads from the exterior. “None of 
the facade units contain reinforcing steel, they were 
all within the limits to handle the wind loads,” says 
Hermes. The only departure from the curtain wall is 
[OL�Z[VYLMYVU[�Z`Z[LT�\ZLK�HSVUN�NYV\UK�ÅVVY�YL[HPS��

)V[O�[OL�WYVQLJ[»Z�JVUZ[Y\J[PVU�THUHNLY��
Tishman Construction Corporation, and the steel 
fabricator were brought on board during the design 
process, which helped to smooth over coordina-
tion and constructability issues in connections and 
steel quantities. Structural analysis was performed 
using a variety of software packages, including RAM 
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Left The curtain wall’s vision panels have 
a low-e coating and 43 percent visible 
light transmittance.  
Above Steel erectors construct outrigger 
[Y\ZZLZ�H[�[OL�ZP_[O�ÅVVY��

Right The building has been awarded  
H�.VSK�JLY[PÄJH[PVU�\ZPUN�[OL�3,,+� 
for Core and Shell rating tool, which  
includes points for the building’s recycled 
steel structure.

510 Madison

Location: 510 Madison Ave. New York, NY
Owner: Boston Properties, New York, NY

Developer: Macklowe Properties, New York, NY

Architect: Moed de Armas & Shannon, New York, NY 
Architect of Record: SLCE Architects, New York, NY

Structural Engineer: *LOVDQ]�0XUUD\�6WHðFHN, New York, NY

Mechanical Engineer: I.M. Robbins, New York, NY

Construction Manager: Tishman Construction Corp., New York, NY

Curtain Wall Consultant: *LOVDQ]�0XUUD\�6WHðFHN, New York, NY

Structural Steel Erector: Falcon Steel, Co., Inc., Wilmington, DE

Curtain Wall Fabricator: Permasteelisa North America, Windsor, CT

Curtain Wall Erector: Tower Installation LLC, Windsor, CT

Metal Deck Erector: Falcon Steel Co., Inc., Wilmington, DE

510 MADISON

:[LLS��,;():��HUK�:(7������^OPSL�.4:»Z�LUNPULLYZ�
used internal analysis spreadsheets to design all of 
the connections. A wind tunnel analysis had been 
performed for the original residential building, which 
was planned to be 700-feet tall, so the wind consul-
tants performed a simpler desktop analysis based on 
that outcome. “The torsional velocity of the high-
LZ[�YLU[LK�ÅVVY»Z�JVYULY�VɉJL�^HZ�\ZLK�[V�ZL[�[OL�
JVU[YVSSPUN�^PUK�JYP[LYPH�MVY�KYPM[�HUK�Z[PɈULZZ�¹�ZH`Z�
Rubenacker. GMS also carried out a progressive 
collapse study, which resulted in no changes to the 
design. The steel structure ties directly into concrete 
footings below grade on Manhattan’s rock, with the 
cellar enclosed by a concrete foundation wall with an 
at-grade concrete slab. 

;OL�I\PSKPUN��UV^�V^ULK�I`�)VZ[VU�7YVWLY[PLZ��
^HZ�YLJLU[S`�JLY[PÄLK�.VSK�\ZPUN�[OL�3,,+�MVY� 
Core and Shell rating tool, which in part relied on 
recycled steel used in the structure. An exposed 
structural steel stair also leads down to a basement 
health club complete with a swimming pool, another 
perk geared toward the expectations of high-end 
tenants. Added in with the high ceilings, column-free 
tenancies, and elegant outrigger truss transfer, 510 
Madison has proven successful in attracting tenants, 
even in a challenging market.


